
Sea-ice in the snow microwave radiative transfer model
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Before After

Goal:

Snow
Saline snow

Ice, brine, bubbles, …

Saline water

Picard et al., 2018

Lake Ice: Murfitt et al., 2022
Sea Ice: Soriot et al., 2022



A note on snow salinity:

Brine inclusions within snow matrix as viewed by x-ray tomography:

In SMRT => change permittivity (see practical)



Sea water:
It is a homogeneous medium
→ implement saline water permittivity formulation proposed in the literature

Sea-ice:
It is a multi-phase random medium
→ implement effective permittivity + random scatterers

Electromagnetic theories in SMRT are versatile, but are limited to bi-phase media.

Snow Microwave Radiative Transfer (SMRT)

Our approach:
- three-phase random media have not been considered
- neglect one phase when possible (e.g. first year sea-ice)
- merge phases intelligently (e.g. multi-year sea ice)



IBA

First year sea-ice

Modeling sea-ice

Ice Brine pocket Air bubbles

Background Inclusion

Eff permittivity
PvS

Scattering

Scattering, absorption, refractive index



IBA

Multi year sea-ice

Modeling sea-ice

Ice Brine pocket Air bubbles

Background Inclusion

Eff permittivity
PvS

Scattering

Scattering, absorption, refractive index

Eff permittivity
PvS

- no scattering by brine pockets, but their effect
on the absorption is taken into account

- no 'continuity' between first year and multi 
year sea-ice, except for low frequencies? (if Eff
permittivity uses the same formula at both
levels)

- but no better solution has been proposed in 
the past (to our knowledge)



3 phase?

Modeling sea-ice

Ice Brine pocket Air bubbles

Eff permittivity
PvS

First order scattering only
Three phases need to be random and symmetrical
FYI may be ok. Not wet snow.



Structure of SMRT before sea-ice:

Implementation

Snowpack

Layers
Micro-structure

Interface model
(Fresnel...)

Substrate model
(Soil, ice, ...)

Atmosphere model

Permittivity

Sensor config

Inputs

Model

EM theory of
scattering and abs

RT solver

Run simulation Result Outputs

For each many
formulations are available and 
new ones can be easily
developed

box



Structure of SMRT after sea-ice:

Implementation

Generalized
Snowpack

Layers
Micro-structure

Interface model
(Fresnel...)

Substrate model
(Soil, ice, ocean...)

Atmosphere model

Permittivity

Sensor config

Inputs

Model

EM theory of
scattering and abs

RT solver

Run simulation Result Outputs

For each many
formulations are available and 
new ones can be easily
developed

box



1st step: Many new permittivity formulation in SMRT contributed by: Ludovic Brucker, 
Nina Maass, Mai Winstrup

- saline snow, saline ice and sea-water with documentation, references, etc...

Implementation

https://smrt-model.science/whatsinsmrt/index.html

https://smrt-model.science/whatsinsmrt/index.html


2nd step:  make_ice_column function, contributed by: Nina Maass, Mai Winstrup

Implementation

A lot of effort and common discussion to :
- make the names of the function and arguments as clear and unambiguous as possible
- choose the most adequate default for beginners
- allow fine tuning of many aspects for experts

https://smrt.readthedocs.io/en/master/smrt.inputs.html

https://smrt.readthedocs.io/en/latest/smrt.inputs.make_medium.html


3rd step: The « plus » operator

Implementation

+

= sea-ice



First year sea ice: brine scatterers in pure ice background
Multi year sea ice: air bubble scatterers in slightly saline background

Additive layers. If you want:

medium = atmosphere + make_snowpack + make_ice_column + make_water_body

Many permittivity formulations: choice may matter!

Read the documentation: smrt.readthedocs.io

Summary

In tutorials:
- Make and compare FYI / MYI sea ice layers
- Change sea ice permittivity
- Add snow salinity
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